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Hello, in my last class I told you some of the very important applications of power electronics
and some of the significant events in the history of power electronics till 1957, the year in which
silicon controlled rectifier or thyristor was invented. As I go long, of course I will tell you the
other significant events and we started discussing about the power semiconductor devices. I told
you that power semiconductor devices are heart and soul of power electronic equipment. These
are used as switches that means when they are on, we need to operate them in saturation and
when they are off, we need to operate in: sorry, when they are off, they are in cut off region.
There are three types of switches. One is an uncontrolled switch, uncontrolled because whether a
switch is on or off it depends on the circuit operating conditions. Say, diode for example and
there is a semi controlled switch. A silicon controlled rectifier or thyristor is a semi controlled
switch because it can be turned on by supplying some current to the gate or to the control
terminal. But then, having turned on the device, you cannot turn it off using the gate.
Now, the SCR which is conducting, it turns off depending upon the circuit condition. If the
current becomes zero in the circuit, thyristor will turn off and third one is a controlled switch. It
can either turn it on or off using the control terminal. Say bipolar junction transistor, by
supplying a base current, you can turn it on. You make ib is equal to zero, base current zero,
transistor turns off. Now we will study the various devices in detail.
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(Refer Sllide Time: 3:47)

First onee is diode, a two terminaal device. All
A of us knoow, we have been studyiing may be since
the class eleven, ano
ode and catho
ode. So if VAK, voltage across the ddiode VAK, shhould be positive
then it iss said to be in
i forward bias
b mode an
nd diode staarts conductiing. So for a silicon dioode, a
low poweer diode, it could
c
be, VAK
o the order oof 0.7 volts oor so and thiis value incrreases
A could be of
as the po
ower rating increases.
i
Saay, for a pow
wer diode itt could be of the order oof 1.5 volts or so
and when
n the diode is
i on, all of us
u know thaat current in the circuit iss limited by the load. Seee the
ideal chaaracteristics are
a along the y axis. That is, it can ccarry any cuurrent assum
ming which is less
than the rated and it can block a negative voltage, it caannot a blockk positive vooltage. Thesse are
mewhere at tthis point andd this
the charaacteristics off a non ideal diode. May be, a cut in voltage som
the curreent that is lim
mited by thee load. This is forward biased and this is durinng reverse bbiased
mode, VAK
is
negativ
ve.
A
Now as long
l
as the applied
a
voltaage is less th
han VBD, seee VBD is thiss point, breaak down, junnction
break do
own, diode will
w block th
hat voltage. In other w
words, the m
maxim reversse voltage thhat is
applied across
a
the dio
ode should be
b less than VBD, we neeed to ensure tthat. Say, thhe input voltaage is
230 voltss, so negativ
ve peak is going
g
to be 230 into rooot 2. So, thee voltage ratting of the ddiode
should bee higher than
n 230 into ro
oot 2, if you are using inn a single phaase circuit asssuming thatt load
is a passiive one.
But then, if the appliied voltage is
i higher thaan VBD and iif you are nnot able to coontrol the cuurrent
that is flowing, then
n the device will get daamaged. Rem
member, if tthe applied vvoltage is hhigher
than VBDD and you aree not able to
o control the current thatt is flowing tthrough the diode, it is ggoing
to be desstructive. It is
i going to be
b destructiv
ve. So, durinng on state, there is a finite voltage drop
across th
he diode. I will
w call it as Vf and Ia is the current that is flowiing through the diode. S
So, on
state losss or the con
nduction losss is given by Vf into Ia that depeending uponn Vf and Ia. The
magnitud
de of Vf and
d Ia say, if it is higher thaan a certain value, you nneed to go inn for or you need
to mountt the diode on
o a heat sink
k. Invariablly power dioodes are mouunted on a hheat sink. A small
signal dio
ode, it would
d not need to
o or generallly is not mouunted on a heeat sink.
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Now, all of us know the on statee behavior off the diode. Now, in thee power elecctronics circuuit, in
the off sttate, the diod
de, the way it turns off iss a bit importtant. Why soo, I will tell yyou.
(Refer Sllide Time: 8:25)

nt in the cirrcuit, of cou
urse this is tthe current tthat is flowiing in the ccircuit
See, wheen the curren
dependin
ng upon the input voltag
ge or so currrent starts foollowing. Att this point, current beccomes
zero but the diode continuous
c
to
t conduct. A reverse ccurrent startss flowing till, say trr, thhat is
because the
t minority
y carriers theey require a certain timee to recombbine with thee opposite chharge
and to geet neutralizeed. I will rep
peat, the min
nority carriers which aree there they require a ceertain
time to reecombine an
nd that takess place in thee time trr. trrr is the reverrse recovery time. It is a time
from thiss point, the first zero crrossing to saay 25% of thhe maximum
m value of thhe current thhat is
flowing in
i the reverse direction. So, the maxiimum value of current inn the reversee direction iss irr.
So, trr is the time fro
om this pointt to say 0.25 of irr. I am assuming thhat this pointt is 0.25 of rrr and
this curreent is the leeakage current which is very small and this is the charge, reverse recoovery
charge. Now,
N
what iss the reversee recovery ch
harge? It is the area of this plot. I aam assumingg that
this is a linear
l
one. I am just deteermining thee area of thee triangle to find out the reverse recoovery
charge. The
T area off this shaded
d part is no
othing but irr, is a peakk into trr divvided by 2. I am
assuming
g this to be a triangle one,
o
area of the trianglee. So, reversse recovery time and reeverse
recovery charge, they
y are very im
mportant, two
o important parameters. Why are theey importantt?
See, even
n the currentt has becomee zero it conttinuous to coonduct for or goes to offfset only afteer trr.
So if the circuit in which
w
the freequency of operation
o
is very high, tthis trr will pplay an impoortant
role or in
n other worrds trr will determine
d
th
he upper freequency of ooperation annd this qrr oor the
reverse recovery
r
currrent, it is fllowing in th
he opposite direction, itt is flowing from cathoode to
anode. See this curreent is flowin
ng from catho
ode to anodee so either itt has to flow
w to the sourrce or
it may have
h
to flow
w through otther switchees. Those sw
witches havee their own current carrrying
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capacity. So, in addition to the load current, that device may have tto carry this reverse recoovery
current.
(Refer Sllide Time: 00
0:12:34 min
n)

See, yestterday I show
wed you thiss power mod
dule. I said, tthere are twoo control sw
witches. The nname
of the sw
witches, I willl tell you so
ometime lateer and in parrallel there aare two dioddes. These arre the
two diod
des, this mod
dule has. Thee current ratiing of this, eeach diode iss 75 amperess and it can bblock
1200 volts.
y time of thiis diode is of
o the order,, say 0.2 micro second. That is whaat the
The reveerse recovery
specificaations, the daata sheet say
ys. It could be of the oorder of 0.2m
micro seconnd and depennding
upon thee junction temperature,
t
qrr the rev
verse recoveery charge is of the oorder of 1 m
micro
Coulomb
bs. This is all given in th
he data sheets. So, what aabout the othher ratings? important raatings
of the dio
ode. What arre the other important
i
sp
pecifications of the diodee?
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They are; one is averrage forward
d current, see here, it is rrequired to aassess the suuitability witth the
power ciircuit, so deepending upo
on the inpu
ut voltage, thhe load andd the duty cyycle. So average
current can
c be determ
mined, I am saying duty
y cycle becauuse diode m
may not condduct for the eentire
cycle. Th
he second po
oint, reverse blocking vo
oltage, the reverse voltagge that is apppearing acrosss the
diode sho
ould be less than the breeak down vo
oltage. Thirdd, on state vvoltage dropp, it is requirred to
determin
ne the condu
uction loss and thereforee the heat siink size or tthe cooling rrequirement. The
fourth on
ne, trr reversse recovery time of the diode is anoother very iimportant faactor in the ddiode
used in high switch
hing applicattions or it is
i required to assess thhe high freqquency switcching
y.
capability
The fifth
h one is the surge
s
curren
nt rating. To explain thiss, consider thhis circuit. W
What I have done
is there iss an ac sinussoidal sourcee, diode. I am
m connectingg a switch aand a capacittor, the remaaining
part I hav
ve not drawn
n. Usually that
t
capacito
or is compleetely discharrged and I cllose the swittch at
omega t is equal to pi
p by 2. At omega
o
t is equal
e
to pi bby 2, input vvoltage set tthe positive peak.
Capacitor voltage is zero
z
and it cannot
c
chang
ge instantaneeously. So w
what happenss when I closse the
switch? There
T
is goiing to be a large
l
inrush current. Whhy? Input is at the posittive peak annd the
output vo
oltage is zerro and that large
l
inrush current has to flow thrrough the diode and it hhas to
withstand
d that curren
nt and let mee tell you that this surgee current is m
much much higher comppared
to the aveerage forwarrd current.
May be sometime
s
latter, I will sh
how you a daata sheet whherein as a avverage forwaard current, RMS
current and
a surge cu
urrent ratings are given. Next one i s I square t rating, currrent squaredd time
rating. It is an indicaation of or it is the short time surge eenergy that tthe diode cann withstand.. This
is requireed to choosee a suitable fuse in the diode circuuit. When thhis is important? So takee this
example,, I have a inp
put AC sourcce, a diode and
a a capacittor. Now I hhave not draw
wn the remaaining
part of th
he circuit and
d I have a sw
witch here. Something
S
m
may be a mainn switch or sso.
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Assume that I am closing the switch at omega t is equal to pi by 2 or in the positive peak.
Capacitor is totally discharged, in other words there is a short circuit here. Capacitor voltage
cannot change instantaneously. Voltage at this point is instantaneous value is at the peak and we
have closed the switch at that time. What happens? A large surge current will flow because
voltage across the capacitor cannot change instantaneously. It was zero just prior to closing the
switch. This is at the peak, you have closed the switch. A large surge current will flow and diode
should be able to withstand this surge current which is higher than the average current rating. So
that is about the diodes, the so called uncontrolled switch.
Now, what are the various types of diodes? The first one is a rectifier diode or a slow diode.
They are suitable for line frequency application, so you want to rectify the input AC which is 50
hertz. So you can use the conventional slow diodes or rectifier diodes. The reverse recovery time
is generally is not specified, they are basically slow diodes. So, the maximum rating is of order
of 6kv, the diode can block as high as 6kv and current rating is of the order of 4500 amperes are
available. I will repeat, diode which can carry say, 4500 amperes of current and can block 6kv,
they are available. These are conventional rectifier diodes or slow diodes.
There is second type the one known as the fast recovery diodes. Fast recovery diodes, these are
generally used in high frequency application. Sometime later in the course, we will find that fast
recovery diode should be used in the circuit. You cannot use the conventional rectifier diodes.
So, the rating is of the order of say 6kv and current of the order of 1.1 kilo ampere. They are
available in the market, 6kv it can block and current ratings, 1.1 kilo amperes and the reverse
recovery time could be of the order of say, 0.1micro second, could be. I am not saying that 6kv
1.1 kilo diode, has a reverse recovery time of 1.1micro second, no. The reverse recovery time of
a fast recovery diode could be of the order of say, 0.1micro second. Just now, example which I
showed you is of the order of 0.2micro seconds.
The third one is the short key diodes. What are the features? They have a very low on state
voltage drop basically these are only majority carriers. Current only due to majority carriers but
then the voltage rating is low. Maximum voltage rating is of the order of 100 volts or so and
current is of the order of 300 amperes and the last one, the fourth one is what is known as the
silicon carbide diode.
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They hav
ve ultra low power
p
loss. See, Schottk
ky diode hass a very low on state volttage drop. That is
what I told you. Therrefore on staate power losss also is low
w but siliconn carbide dioode, it has ann ultra
low pow
wer loss, ultra fast switch
hing behavio
or, very fastt diodes, higghly reliablee, no temperrature
influencee on the sw
witching beh
havior, lookss like we arre etching aalmost everyything in siilicon
carbide diode.
d
Ultra low
l power loss, ultra fasst switching behavior, hhighly reliablle and what is the
problem?? Why are they not veery popular?? You find only siliconn diodes noot silicon caarbide
diodes. The
T limitation is they are very ex
xpensive. Thhe process iis also veryy expensive,, that
summarizzes.
Just com
ming to the second typee of switchees, semi conntrolled swiitch, a thyriistor or a siilicon
controlled rectifier. The momen
nt I said sem
mi controlleed device, iit has to be a three eleement
device; anode,
a
cathode and gate.. Anode and
d cathode, thhey form thee power circuuit terminal,, they
are conneected in seriees in the pow
wer circuit and the gate ccurrent is suupplied with respect to orr gate
signal is applied with
h respect to the
t cathode, say somethiing like this..
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Our sourrce, as I havee shown you
u, a AC sourrce, a load annd a thyristoor. So, this is the symbol of a
thyristor diode with a small gatee line here, anode,
a
cathodde and gate and can be controlled oor can
be turned
d on using positive gaate current IG or controol signal is applied witth respect too the
cathode. There are 4 layers say, P N P N and
d therefore thhere are threee junctions J1, J2 J3. P N P N;
first P is anode, N is cathode and
d the gate is connected
c
too this P. Thiss is the gate.
(Refer Sllide Time: 26
6:36)

N2 or thiis layer is very
v
thin and
d it is highly doped. Thhis N layer is very thinn and it is hhighly
doped. I will call thiis as P2, this layer is thiccker than thhis or thickerr than N andd it is less hhighly
doped. N1 is the thick
kest of all, this
t N is a th
hickest of alll and it is leess doped. H
Highly dopedd, less
8

highly do
oped, less doped.
d
Dopin
ng level is very
v
low in this and a vvery thick laayer and thiss P is
same as this
t P, slighttly thicker an
nd less highlly doped. Soo, therefore J3, see N is vvery highly ddoped
and a verry thin layerr, this P is reelatively hig
ghly doped aand slightly thicker. So, junction J3 has a
very low
w breakdown
n voltage in either directtion, somethhing similar to base emiitter junctionn in a
transistorr.
Base em
mitter junctio
on in a transsistor is ligh
htly low, veery highly ddoped. So, iit cannot bloock a
voltage in
n either direction, in the sense it can
n block a verry low voltagge. In the claass, may be small
signal diode, you neeed to apply
y a 0.7volts to the base to turn it oon and reverrse voltage iit can
block is very
v
low, veery small. It cannot block
k a very highh voltage. Soo, therefore J3 cannot suupport
high reveerse voltage,, cannot supp
port a very high
h
reverse voltage.
Now wh
hat are the various
v
charaacteristics when
w
VAK is positive? Inn other worrds, the deviice is
forward biased and the current is zero, the device currrent or the current thatt is flowing from
anode to cathode is very
v
small, the
t device iss said to be in forward bblocking moode. I will reepeat,
device sh
hould be fo
orward biaseed, VAK is positive,
p
a vvery small ccurrent equaal to the leaakage
current will
w flow thrrough the deevice. So, this mode is kknown as foorward blockking mode. N
Now,
what hap
ppens in forw
ward blockin
ng mode? Th
here are threee junctions J1 J 2 J 3.
(Refer Sllide Time: 30
0:40)

I said VAK
e, see look here,
h
VAK is positive.
p
So P is connectted to, as saiid, positive oof the
A is positive
battery. N is negativee, so definiteely J1 is forw
ward biased aand J3 is forw
ward biased. Junction J m
minus
forward biased,
b
J3 is forward biaased and J2 is
i reverse biiased. So, inn the forwardd blocking m
mode,
junction J2 is reverse biased. So the
t entire voltage appearrs across J2.
Now, wh
hat happens when the deevices in rev
verse biasedd mode? Whhen the junction is, wheen the
VAK is neegative, som
mething simillar to the dio
ode, VAK is nnegative, at tthat time J1 aand J3 are reeverse
biased. See,
S when VAK is positiv
ve, J1 and J3 are forwardd bias and J2 is reverse biased and w
when
VAK is neegative, J1 an
nd J3 are reverse biased and
a J2 is forw
ward biased..
9

In the fo
orward block
king mode, since J1 and
d J3 are forw
rward biasedd, the entiree voltage apppears
across J2 or J2 should block the vo
oltage in thee forward bloocking modee, rememberr.
Now, wh
hen at the dev
vice in reverrse bias mod
de, J1 and J3 aare reversedd biased. Butt I told you thhat J3
cannot su
upport a high
h reverse voltage becausse N2 is veryy thin and it iis highly dopped. So, therrefore
when it is reverse biaased, entire voltage
v
shou
uld be blockeed by J1.
(Refer Slide
S
Time: 33:10)
3

Now I will
w show yo
ou the charaacteristics. Before
B
that maybe, I w
will try to shhow you thee two
transistorr analogy. Seee, I told you
u there are 4 layers, P1 N1 P2 N2. Now
w, what I wiill do is, I wiill cut
this and this.
t
Say, N1,1 N1, P2, P2. Now,
N
what iss this? Say, hhere P1, N1 aand P2. Now this forms a PNP
transistorr. See here, P1, N1 and P2. This is P2, a PNP trannsistor and aggain here I hhave N1, P2, N2. It
forms a NPN
N
transisttor. See heree, NPN transistor.
Now how
w do I interconnect T1 and T2? Base
B
of PNP
P transistor, say, base oof T1 is sam
me as
collector of T2, NPN.. Base of T1 is same as collector
c
of T 2 and collecctor of T1 is same as thee base
of T2 and this is thee gate termiinal. So, theere is a PNP
P transistor, PNP, NPN
N transistor, NPN
transistorr inter conneect them. Baase of PNP is
i same as thhe collector of NPN, coollector of PN
NP is
same as base of NP
PN. So, thiss is anode, this
t
is cathoode, this is gate and hhere are the SCR
characterristics, I willl explain to you now. In
I the reverrse bias modde, characterristics are allmost
similar to
o that of a diode,
d
almostt similar. VBR,
break over vvoltage, so yyou should ennsure
B reverse b
that applied voltage is
i less than VBR. Same th
hing, for dioode I called as VBD and here I am caalling
as VBR.
In the forward bias mode,
m
if the current is very
v
small thhat is equal to the leakaage current, I told
you the device
d
is in forward bloccking mode,, again it is stable that ccorresponds to P to Q orr P to
Q1or P to
o Q2. Assume that you arre not supply
ying any gatte current, ass of now thee gate is openn and
the devicce is forward
d biased. Wh
hen the devicce is forwardd biased J1 annd J3 are alsoo forward biiased.
Junction J1 and J3 are forward biased and J2 is reverse bbiased. So, when it is in forward bbiased
10

mode the entire voltage J2 blocks and in case the applied voltage is higher than the break down
voltage of the junction J2, device goes into conduction mode.
I will repeat, I assume that gate current is 0 and if the applied voltage is higher than VBO, see here
VBO with IG is equal to 0. VBO that is break over, forward break over, what happens? Device goes
into conduction mode. But then how does it go? In what is the path that does it takes? I told you
that just prior to device goes into conduction mode, the voltage is may be, approximately equal
to VBO. It is high the moment the device goes into conduction mode. The voltage will drop to a
very low value. It could be of the order of say 1.5 volts or so 1.5 to 1, 2 volts. Till 0 to VBO,
current that is flowing is very small. It is equal to the forward leakage current.
Once the device is in conduction mode, current is limited by the load. Now, what path does it
takes? It was blocking a relatively higher voltage, the moment it goes to conduction mode
voltage drops to a very low value, the paths taken by this is this. I have shown this is to be dotted
one. Why did I show this to be a dotted? Why it is not firm like P to Q? Why it is not firm? This
is because this region is an unstable region. Why it is unstable? because it is a negative resistance
region.
See, voltage is falling, current is increasing, the slope of this line is negative resistance region.
So, it is unstable and it goes to, see, RS is the forward conduction mode, current, the operating
point here depends only on the load and now see, there is a third element what is known as a gate
and therefore by supplying the gate current it should be able to trigger the device. So, definitely
with the finite gate current, the voltage at which it goes to conduction mode should reduce. So
see, as the gate current increases, the voltage at which device goes into conduction mode also
drops.
IG0, so voltage applied should be higher than VBO forward break over, VBO is forward break over.
So, with the finite IG1, device goes into conduction mode at a relatively lower voltage and if I
increase IG further, it goes to conduction mode somewhere at this point, say PQ for 0 IG, P1Q1 for
some IG1 which is less than IG2 and for that the path is PQ2 and once the device current is higher
than the latching current, gate has no control. So I will repeat, by supplying a positive gate
current, device goes into a conduction mode and by supplying a gate current the voltage at which
device goes into conduction mode also reduces.
But then, the gate signal should be present till the current through the device is higher than the
latching current. The device should be able to latch, till then gate signal should be present and
having gone into conduction mode, the gate has no control. You can withdraw or you can make
IG is equal to 0. In fact, it is advantageous to make IG is equal to 0. Why? Gate has no control, if
there is a constant IG flowing, definitely there is going to be a dissipation in that junction. So, in a
way, it is an advantageous to make IG is equal to 0. Once the current through the device is higher
than the latching, because having gone into conduction mode if the current is higher than the
latching, gate has no control and you can withdraw the gate signal.
But then to turn the device off, current through the device should fall to a value which is less
than the holding current. Somewhere here, see here, IH is the holding current. So, to turn off the
device, I will repeat, the current that is flowing through the device should fall to a value which is
11

less than the holding
g current. Ho
ow does it happen? We will see, whhether it happpens naturallly or
do we neeed to do so
omething diffferent to reduce this cuurrent. We w
will study duuring approppriate
time. So, that is abou
ut the SCR ch
haracteristiccs. This is alll the explanaation that I hhave given.
5:36)
(Refer Sllide Time: 45

ver voltage and
a this volttage is determ
mined by, VBO is determ
mined
See, VBOO is the forward break ov
by J2 beccause J1 and J2 are J1 and
d J3 are, they
y are forwarrd biased. Soo, VBO is com
mpletely bloocked
by J2.
S
Time: 46:17)
4
(Refer Slide
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Now herre, I have just shown yo
ou the plot of
o the variattion of VBO with IG. So, here is a siimple
circuit, I am just closing the swiitch till the device
d
goes into conducction motor or till the cuurrent
through the
t device, th
his load currrent higher th
han the latchhing, then I ccan open thee switch andd I am
varying in
i this resisto
or to vary the current thaat is flowingg through thee gate circuitt.
So, as IG increases, the
t voltage at
a VBO with very low vaalue of IG is almost the same. This iis the
voltage, this voltagee is determin
ned by juncction J2 itsellf. Above a certain vallue, this VBO the
voltage at
a which dev
vice goes intto conductio
on mode reduuces. So, it goes on redducing, why?? It is
because IG, the gate current
c
reducces the depleetion layer aaround J2. I w
will repeat, tthe gate currrent it
reduces the
t depletion
n layer aroun
nd the junctio
on J2.
Now how
w do we anaalyze the prrocess by wh
hich the devvice goes innto conductioon mode using 2
transistorr analogy? I just show
wed you PN
NPN is equivvalent to 2 transistors, there is a PNP
transistorr and there is
i an NPN trransistor and
d they are innterconnecteed. Now, usiing this transistor
analogy, can we find
d out or can
n we or is it
i possible too understandd the turn oon process oof the
thyristor?? Answer is yes, I will ex
xplain to you
u now.
(Refer Sllide Time: 00
0:48:38 min
n)

a transisto
or collector current
c
IC is given by alppha into IE pplus ICBO. Coollector curreent IC,
See, for any
IE is the emitter currrent, alpha iss the commo
on base currrent gain, it is approxim
mately equal to IC
divided by
b IE and wh
hat is ICBO?? It is the leakage currennt of the colllector base jjunction. Soo, this
is a comm
mon equation IC is equall to alpha intto IE plus ICBBO.
Now, forr this transisttor T1 transisstor, what is IE emitter cuurrent? Emittter current iis nothing buut the
anode cu
urrent IA. So,, therefore IC1
o alpha into IA because IE is equal tto IA, plus ICCBO1. I
C is equal to
am callin
ng ICBO1 is the leakage current
c
of co
ollector to bbase junctionn of transisttor T1. Now,, how
about forr T2? Now, for
f T2, IE, T2 is a NPN traansistor wheereas T1 is a PNP transisstor. IE is equual to
IK, the cathode curreent IK. So, therefore
t
IC22 is equal too alpha twoo, the gain oof common base
g of T2 intto IK plus ICBO2.
current, gain
13

(Refer Sllide Time: 51:06)

hat IE, emitteer current is collector cuurrent plus IBB, base curreent. Now, whhat is
Now, wee all know th
IE1? IE1 iss equal to IA itself, anod
de current. Emitter
E
curreent of T1 is aanode currennt and what iis IB1,
base currrent of transiistor T1? Base current off transistor T 1 is same ass collector cuurrent of T2,, IC2. I
showed you
y in the beeginning, base of T1 and collector off T2, they aree same, they are tied togeether.
So, I willl add up tho
ose 2 equations. Which are the 2 eqquations? Thhese are the two equatioons, I
will add them up. What
W
do I get?? IC1 plus IC2
o alpha one iinto IA plus alpha two innto IK
C is equal to
plus ICBOO1 plus ICBO2.
(Refer Sllide Time: 52
2:34)
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So, here is the equation I have written, as simple as IC2. Now, substitute here, IC here is IC1 itself
for transistor T1, IB is IB for T1 is IC2. So, IC1 plus IC2 is equal to IA. So, these are the 2 current IC1
plus IC2 should be equal to IA, a PNP transistor that is equal to alpha one into IA plus whatever
that equation we are adding to.
What about for transistor T2? Listen to me carefully, here what is IE? That is IK itself. It is IB2,
base current plus IC2.This current, IB2 plus IC2. Now, if there is finite IG, what is base current?
Base current is IG plus IC1 plus IC2 is equal to I emitter, IE2 that is equal to IK. See, I will repeat,
emitter current of T2 is this current, base current plus collector current. Now what is base
current? You apply KCL at this point for finite IG, IB2 is equal to IC1 plus IG. So, therefore cathode
current is IC1 plus IG plus IC2.
Now we all ready found that IC1 plus IC2 is equal to IA for this transistor. IC1 plus IC2 is equal to
IA. So, therefore IK is equal to IA plus IG. Now, you substitute this value in this equation, IA is
equal to alpha one into IA1 plus CBO1 plus this equation and what do I get? I get this equation, IA
is equal to alpha two into IG plus ICBO1 plus ICBO2 divided by 1 minus alpha one plus alpha two.
So, I have an expression here for anode current in terms of gate current, the leakage current of
collector to base junction and common base current. Now using this expression, how to
understand the turn on process of the thyristor? We will do it in our next class.
Thank you.
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